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Competences

„Competences are the sum of knowledge, skills and
characteristics that allow a person to perform 

actions.“



Competences

General competences

Communicative
language competence

Context



General competences
- knowledge (savoir)

- skills (savoir apprendre)

- existential competence (savoir-etre)

- ablitiy to learn (savoir apprendre)



Communicative language competence
- linguistic competences
… lexical, grammatical, semantic, phonological, orthographic and orthoepic
competence

- sociolinguistic competences
… handling social relations, politeness conventions, folk wisdom, register
differences, accents and dialects

- pragmatic competences
… discourse competence, co-operative principle, functional competence



Can Do‘s
- … describe what learners can acutally do in a foreign language

- e.g. Can interact in a simple way provided the other person talks slowly and clearly and is 
prepared to help. (A1, global scale)

„Can +

what + 

how well +

verb + 

requirement and restriction“

- encourage task-based language teaching



Competency-based learning
- Strategies:
◦ Avoidance strategies or achievement strategies

◦ Self assesment

- Activities:



Activities and Can Do´s



A. Talking about yourself

CEFR Can Do: I can participate in 
short conversations in routine
contexts on topics of interest. 



B: Thanking someone appropriately

CEFR Can Do: I can express what I feel in 
simple terms and express thanks
appropriately. 



C: Making plans

CEFR Can Do: I can discuss what to do, where to go, make
arrangements to meet ( e.g.  In the evening, at the
weekend).



D: Ordering food

CEFR Can Do:  I can get simple practical information (in 
shops, post offices or railway stations) or order something
to eat or to drink.
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